Burton S. Angell, '43
Harvey E. Malcolm M. Anderson, '42
Business Manager ........... Jonathan E. Noyes '42
Bailey II. S. Neder. '43

would have more power.

as it now stands, but the correction of these

be necessary but constructive planning for

by the present chairman or the new one.

MARXISM AT HARVARD

versity has gone in

ist buster, Walter Winchell, has informed us

scoop by Winchell was not denied by the

the chair of Professor of Humor at Harvard,

conclusions as to why Harvard wants or needs

That communist hunter and fifth-columnist,

Nevertheless you

A continuous series of gripes has been

For a big dance, the Inter-Fraternity Com-

rence dance last Friday justly deserved less
than usual adverse criticism.

The dance was definitely not stiff and the

Saturday mixed bathing proposal, on the grounds

IMPERIAL BALLROOM-

I-B'ss

and Mrs. Dino G. Valz, and Mr. and

We personally would prefer Harpo. Just

-By J. Barrie Mackenzie, '43; Israel Z. Lenlsner, '43;

J. B. Breymann III, Perry N. Erlandson, '41, trumpeter, Arthur L.

Do we want to jump to con-

to

start. It should not be

them dragging on to the point where they

I-Bs~s

Voo Doo take heed-which provided which accrlsn are plMiss fort Mayle

In- tehc ept ute h eua

M4arxism

opportunity for some

As in all such things, the job is What the person

work as Cartoonist.

Winner of the Rulbe Goldberg Com-

The dance was definitely not stiff and the

a Ind

The Tech social staff welcomes you

the very very crowvded dance floor, give a little talk for the intellectually

some slight incidental entertai

Voo Doo take heed-which provided which accrlsn are plMiss fort Mayle

For Boys To Play

For Boys To Play

stiffness and formality of the big
dances.

For a big dance, the Inter-Fraternity Com-
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Elections

Volume LXX of The Tech the pleasure in

the following elections the staff.

Reporters elected are—Paul Talay, '44; Richard Curry, '44; Gardner H. Sloan, '43; John W. Kuri, '43; Mortimer W. Jr., '43; Paul M. Donahue, '44; Paul M. Robinson, '44; and John A. White, '44. Members of the Business staff chosen are—Norman T. Knapp, '44; Mortimer W. Meyer, Jr., '44; Richard B. Palme, '44; Arnold Mackintosh, Jr., '44; James A. Bacon, '44; Thomas F. Carmody, Jr., '44; Lamar Field, Jr., '44; W. Richard Goat, '44; and Robert F. Kralz, '44.

Student Faculty Committee

Editor: The Tech

Dear Sir:

In considering the editorial in your 4/18/41 issue on the

calendar which presented a novel gad-

the task

May 4, 1941

College Pulp Press

In the raffle. A magician, four-

Callers of the race were Robert J. Frear, '41, William J. Flannery, Jr., Samuel K. Traylor, Robert D. Peet, William M. Botten, Robert D. Seymour, William H. Wilder, William 8. Buzzard, Steyllie Thomp

JOIN THE TECH

Carnival Crowns

to

suggestion each band has chosen as its

Carnival is the first in the line of entertainment which began at mid-

Saturday Mixed Swimming

Editor, The Tech

Dear Sir:

We would like to lend our support to your move to

It seems to us that this would give a

suggestion each band has chosen as its

The Tech in promoting someone of known aglglessiveness

A new swimming pool has been

A continuous series of gripes has been

had

of the two bands.

happens anymore. This practice is popular at other

incidents from a

A continuous series of gripes has been

For Boys To Play

stiffness and formality of the big
dances.

For a big dance, the Inter-Fraternity Com-

-By J. Barrie Mackenzie, '43; Israel Z. Lenlsner, '43;

J. B. Breymann III, Perry N.

Erlandson, '41, trumpeter, Arthur L.

D. Palme, '44; Arnold Mackintosh, Jr., '44; James A. Bacon, '44; Thomas F.

Carmody, Jr., '44; Lamar Field, Jr., '44; W. Richard Goat, '44; and Robert F.

Kralz, '44.

Student Faculty Committee

Editor: The Tech

Dear Sir:

In considering the editorial in your 4/18/41 issue on the

Tennis Tournament which will be played this coming weekend will be held

of the I. F. C. dance took over helped to fill out the week-end.

impressive tentacles were lacking because

of the secrets of success is a good sense of

to

enjoy running it makes it. It would seem like an excellent

The加热 was definitely not stiff and the

Saturday mixed bathing proposal, on the grounds
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of the I. F. C. dance took over helped to fill out the week-end.

impressive tentacles were lacking because

of the secrets of success is a good sense of

to

enjoy running it makes it. It would seem like an excellent

The加热 was definitely not stiff and the

Saturday mixed bathing proposal, on the grounds

For Boys To Play

stiffness and formality of the big
dances.

For a big dance, the Inter-Fraternity Com-